NIC CEO Report 2019-20
I like to take the ‘glass half full’ approach, and on that basis this past year had a few positives.
We finish the year with more water in most storages than we had this time last year,
allocations have improved, electricity prices have stabilised in most states, and the positive of
COVID, is that more people have thought about where their food comes from.
We’ve also seen completion of – and responses to – a number of inquiries into the Basin Plan
and positive engagement over next steps.
NIC continues to play a respected and constructive role with decision makers at all levels and
from all sides of politics and that enables us to have impact. Being an effective lobby group is
about access and influence, not headlines.
On the less positive side, we still face a number of real challenges as we head up to 2024 with
the Basin Plan. Challenges, which if ignored or kicked down the road, could leave us facing
more water recovery. We need to keep Governments (and our communities) focused on
getting things done.
We can’t afford to live in a fantasy world where we think turning back the clock is an option
and we need to be prepared to be able to demonstrate when the Basin Plan is ‘finished’, how
building on what has been done, and using the water that has been recovered effectively, will
achieve that vital balance – healthy rivers, healthy communities and continuing capacity to
produce food and fibre for Australia.
The alternative is dealing with calls for the ‘next’ Basin Plan to include a recovery target with a
4 in front of it.
We’ve worked effectively on the energy front this year, though lack of resources continues to
put agriculture at a disadvantage in pushing the case for a better deal for regional industries.
Nevertheless, we have enjoyed great access to the energy Minister, Angus Taylor, and his
staff and we have seen the Minister,
and many of the Government’s
policy documents, specifically
mention agriculture, including issues
we have raised.
We continue to enjoy good access to
Ministers and Shadow Ministers.
The Hon Keith Pitt MP replaced the
Hon David Littleproud as water
Minister in February this year. NIC
has been able to meet with Minister
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Pitt as well as having him join a number of our online meetings. Similarly, we have had
excellent access to Shadow Minister Terri Butler along with State Ministers when required.

National water policy - NIC has been an active ‘watcher’ of the work the Federal and State
Governments are doing to expand irrigation in some areas using particularly the National
Water Grid authority and expanded federal funding. We hear quite a bit about Northern
Australia, but Tasmania is securing quite consistent approvals of new areas.

We’ve consistently advocated Government looking at sustainable irrigation expansion as a key
regional development policy, and it remains a concern that the principles outlined in the
National Water Initiative don’t take flow on benefits and multipliers into account in the way they
assess the cost/benefit of new projects. As a result, the Productivity Commission is suggesting
that Governments are not adhering to the principles in funding new projects.
NIC has taken this up again with the Productivity Commission for this year’s review of the NWI
– among many other issues.
NWI means that irrigation areas outside the MDB are impacted by Federal policy in areas like
charging, structure of entitlements, water markets and trading.

Outcome of MDB reports and reviews - This year

saw another busy year of reviews, submissions and
consultations. The tally of reviews or inquiries into the
Basin Plan is now more than 43. When Minister Pitt was
appointed, we made the strong point to him that we
needed to see implementation of (sensible) review
recommendations not more inquiries.
To his credit, the Minister has echoed that view and has
clearly indicated that is his preference.
We have advocated for the implementation of the
Productivity Commission 5-year review particularly and
were critical of the response initially put out by the Basin
Ministers. NIC had a very strong input into the “Sefton”
Managing the rivers to avoid bank
independent panel and it was pleasing to see a number
damage, unncessary losses and
of the points put in our submissions (and in person)
delivery problems has remained a high
priority for NIC over the past year
reflected in the report. It was also important to see the
Sefton report reinforcing a number of the PC conclusions
and to see them again reflected in the review of the Water for the Environment Special
Account.

Minister Pitt’s Murray Darling communities investment package announced on 4 September,
brought together responses to aspects of all the reviews above with some welcome
commitments, and a clear response to some of the issues we have been raising.
We wrote to Minister Pitt and Shadow Minister Terri Butler with similar letters to Basin water
ministers urging them to commence a bipartisan process recognising that 2024 deadlines will
not be met and action is needed. We set out a number of actions on SDLAM projects,
constraints and the up-water targets - pointing out the high likelihood that, without change,
none of these will be delivered with consequent negative impacts on communities, industry
and the environment.
In a sense our message is starting to get picked up, with welcome initiatives around lack of
progress and a recognition that there are other supply projects that could be built in South
Australia to deliver ‘schedule 5’ environmental outcomes.
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The Minister’s comments on these and the current Government’s
commitment to no buybacks is welcome. However, there is still a real
worry around some deadlines which come after current terms of
Government and leave open the very real possibility of failure to deliver,
resulting in buybacks and a push for even more water recovery in the
next iteration of the Plan.

Ongoing work on losses and delivery – NIC has continued to work

with members on the issues around avoiding negative 3rd party impacts
from conveyance loss and potential delivery shortfalls in the Murray
system. It hasn’t been an easy process and while we know the MDBA
has done a lot of work in the area, we would have liked to have seen
more industry engagement and transparency.
Our reference group working on this has suggested a round table
process with the MDBA to work through issues and suggestions. The
first meeting with the MDBA will take place next week.

Northern Basin metering etc - A lot of public and media debate about

the Northern Basin tends to imply that nothing has changed since 2017.
City based journos and headline seekers act as if issues highlighted
around compliance three years ago haven’t changed and that massive
amounts of water take are illegal.
The truth is since the reviews of 2017 and onwards we have seen
massive change and incredible strides by the industry to get all take
accurately metered and where appropriated telemetrically monitored.
Floodplain harvesting is also progressing along a very complicated
process of moving from a property right to a volumetric entitlement.
NIC’s Northern Basin members have worked assiduously to try to make
these processes practical and workable. They should be commended
for the way they have engaged (not be subject to attack).

MDB Roundtable – one of the best ways to get action on something is

to be able to show Government that there is a bit of consensus from
across the spectrum. For some time we have known that there are many
other groups in the community and even environmental groups who see
the benefit of complementary measures, and agree that the SDLAM
projects need to be delivered.
That includes groups with whom we might have normally disagree.
NIC has been working with a number of groups over the past few
months to put together a round-table of non-government organisations
to work out areas of Murray Darling Basin policy where there is common
agreement. The initiative is driven by us, with the Wentworth Group and
the Murray Darling Association.
It’s a process of looking for things we agree on – understanding each
other’s perspective but knowing there will still be issues on which we
don’t agree. We have agriculture, fishing, environment, local
government and tourism engaged. From NIC’s point of view we would
like more ‘allies’ in promoting action on NIC policy priorities including the
SDLAM projects, complementary measures, better (independent)
research, more river monitoring, native fish strategies etc.
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There is a bit of time needed for this type of work but I hope it will be valuable in building some
consensus but also better dialogue in a forum that isn’t run and controlled by a Government
agency.

Moxey Dairy in the Lachlan Valley generates up to 2.5Mw of power from two turbines using gas from their bio reactors

Energy: New policy directions and old network problems …. To be fair, over the past year
we have seen electricity prices stay reasonably stable and in some cases slightly decrease,
but it is off a high base and it is still difficult to see any real change to bring about more
reasonable network charges. For the most part, this is an area where asset owners are getting
a return which is well above the level justified by the risk they face.

NIC has had a long-standing policy of advocating a total price of 16 cents per kilowatt hour for
electricity. Sometimes we get questions about whether that target price is realistic but
experience has shown that having a firm target is better than just advocating for ‘lower’ prices.
This was reinforced for me over the past year, firstly when I met with the Qld energy Minister
and he told me (without prompting) that he was confident they would get to our 16 cent target;
and second when the great work from Dale Holliss and his fellow advocates in Qld actually
resulted in an irrigator tariff of 16.3 cents.
As well as engaging in what are often intricate regulatory processes, we have actively
engaged in the development of new policy directions from the Government this year.
The Government has been working on a series of ‘roadmap’ policies to identify the path
toward lower emissions and an affordable energy future. Some of this will take us down the
path to what might see Australia becoming a renewable energy superpower (to steal Ross
Garnaut’s book title). In the meantime however, there are issues relating to grid capability and
stability that must be fixed.
There are some key elements in these plans that present great opportunities for agriculture
and we’ve focused our input on identifying those and calling for rules and technology that
enable irrigators to participate and benefit from new low emission, low cost opportunities.
On that basis we’ve had input to the ‘Technology Roadmap’, the ‘Bioenergy Roadmap’ and
programs to reduce consumption. As well as engaging in a range of other areas including
plans for hydrogen, batteries, standalone systems and microgrids etc.
There’s a series of media releases and submissions on the NIC website on many of these,
and there is quite a lot of detail and work to go. I do want to acknowledge though the
outstanding hearing we get from Minister Taylor and his office.
NIC is also involved in other areas, including the Renewables in Agriculture Conference (which
has been postponed until 2021) and as a minor in-kind contributor to the Federally funded
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microgrids project being run by Queensland Farmers Federation, Cotton Australia and
ReAqua.
The only real negative out of this past year’s efforts on energy is that we have been still unable
to secure funding assistance for the Agriculture Energy Taskforce to bring an energy policy
person on board. This is quite a specialised area and agriculture just doesn’t have the
resourcing and the technological knowledge and expertise to compete effectively with the big
energy companies around influencing regulatory and policy processes.

Thanks - This will be my last report to members as CEO and I thank all NIC members and

the board for the last (nearly) four years. Even though we deal with challenging issues it has
been a pleasure working with such a constructive group of members.
Thanks in particular to Joy for her work. Joy is a keeper of great corporate and policy
knowledge for NIC and it has been a pleasure working with her.
I hope that I am departing an organisation that is well placed to continue to make a positive
contribution to important policy issues. As I have mentioned to many members, my departure
is about lifestyle. COVID has dealt a bit of blow to my travel agenda, but no doubt a few
regional mountain bike tracks will be getting a workout!

We always like to see 'boots on the ground' in this case confirming that we've had a little bit of welcome wet ...
Condobolin Oct 2020

Steve Whan

ceo@irrigators.org.au
0429780883
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NIC submissions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

October 2020 – NIC response to ACCC interim Murray Darling water markets report
August 2020 – NIC submission to Productivity Commission national water reform
review.
June 2020 – submission to AEMC compensation for affected market participants rule
change proposal.
June 2020 – Ag Energy Taskforce submission to Technology Roadmap for energy.
June 2020 – submission on NSW energy security target and safeguard discussion
paper.
May 2020 – submission to ARENA bioenergy roadmap.
April 2020 – submission to the draft independent social and economic review of the
Murray Darling Basin.
February 2020 – NIC submission to the Senate select committee on the multijurisdictional management and implementation of the Murray Darling Basin Plan.
December 2019 – submission to ACCC Prohibit Market Misconduct
December 2019 – submission to ACCC on draft guidelines for the Prohibiting Energy
Market Misconduct Act
December 2019 – NIC letter to Basin Water Ministers
December 2019 – submission to the review of the Water for the Environment Special
Account
November 2019 – submission to ACCC water markets inquiry

Media Releases
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budget building Agriculture’s capacity to produce food and fibre for the nation
Positive focus on agriculture in low emissions tech statement
NIC welcomes agriculture focus on energy technology investment
Getting the Basin Plan on track, welcome
ACCC water markets interim report, a catalyst for real improvement?
Technology Roadmap needs to get costs, as well as emissions, down says Ag Energy
Taskforce
Basin Ministers need to act on supply projects
Heroic leap from fact to assertion destroys credibility of report
Inspector General’s report reflects hard reality
SA Irrigator slugged with retrospective $60,000 per month electricity price rise
Irrigators congratulate Pitt and thank Littleproud
Not much for Christmas lunch without Australian Irrigators
Better than expected? Basin Water Ministers
Irrigators tell Basin Ministers to deliver not quiver
Irrigators Council says, fix don’t ditch, on Basin Plan
Irrigators welcome release of additional water for agriculture

www.irrigators.org.au
Twitter - @Nat_Irrigators
Facebook - @IrrigatorsCouncil
Sustainable Stories: www.irrigators.org.au/sustainable-stories
Facebook - @sustainablestoriesaustralia

Level 2, NFF House, 14-16 Brisbane Ave
Barton ACT 2600

Ph: 02 6273 3637
ABN: 92133308326

Item 3: NIC AGM
22 October 2020

Chairman’s report to Members
As 2020 draws to a close, it is clear that it has been an incredibly challenging one for all Australians,
dealing with a global pandemic directly impacting our lives and delivering some harsh realities. This
year has shown that we are adaptable in changing the way we live and work, finding new ways of
interacting with friends and family and conducting our professional lives through the technologies
available.
The pandemic as we know, followed hard on the heels of last summer’s bushfires at the same time
Australia was experiencing crippling drought in many regions, putting unwanted pressure on the Basin
Plan implementation and accelerating the lack of water availability.
During this time of health and economic crisis, those of us in the business of irrigated agriculture
understand our role in food and fibre production and associated issues around supply chains. And
what has become clear is that food security is, and should be, front and centre during this period of
disruption. Many industries have faced critical labour shortages, unable to secure seasonal workers at
the right time, in part due to state border closures and putting pressure on many industries. Other
industries though have experienced minimal disruption to their farming operations.
Against the backdrop of some of the restrictions imposed by COVID-19, there has however been
movement on major Basin Plan related reports delivered to Government. In early September, the
Water Minister Keith Pitt provided the Government’s response to the Sefton report (Independent
Assessment of Social and Economic Conditions in the Basin) and the Water for the Special Account
(WESA) report.
The Government picked up many of the issues on which NIC has advocated, and most notably the
issue of the handful of SDL projects assessed as achieving a significant part of the 605GL, that are at
risk of not being delivered. If it is found that those more challenging projects cannot be achieved, then
the responsible states must find and put forward new projects or change the approach to the existing
projects. We stress that with governments with an active role in ensuring that the SDL projects,
assessed as delivering 605GL, are implemented and we will continue to push for common sense and
a bipartisan approach on this.
The Sefton report did not specifically suggest that the timeframe for the delivery of the SDL projects
be extended, though in expressing concern that projects could not be achieved by the 2024 legislative
deadline, recommended that if the existing SDL projects do not deliver the anticipated 605GL, there
must be flexibility to allow new or other existing projects to close the SDLAM gap.
From the commencement of the Basin Plan, NIC has kept a focus on the principle of adaptive
management, as promised under the Basin Plan. It was right that the Sefton report made note of this
suggesting that the intent of the Basin Plan should focus on outcomes and move to more adaptive
management where communities have a greater say in matters affecting their future.
And aligning with NIC’s continued advocacy on complementary or non-flow measures, highlighting
that achieving improved environmental outcomes should be broader than a focus on flow targets, the
Sefton report provided a strong recommendation on complementary measures, as did the Productivity
Commission as part of its five year review of the Basin Plan.

In fact the Sefton report was quite specific; in recommending that work on complementary measures
should be a priority, suggested that the framework developed by CSIRO and MDBA be extended to
provide for evaluating how complementary measures can offset environmental water recovery targets
as part of Basin Plan targets. We expect that with this clear recommendation, we will start to see real
progress on this matter.
In our submission to the WESA (Water for the Environment Special Account) review, we again
highlighted that we do not like or support the 450GL component of the Basin Plan, when the evidence
of negative impact on buybacks on communities is unequivocal. We noted the little chance of
anywhere near 450GL being achieved, and expressed concern that if a reasonable and genuine effort
was not made to achieve the outcomes then a future Government may decide to buy the water (even
though that is currently not allowed by the legislation).
The WESA review found that the recovery of 450 GL of additional environmental water and
constraints projects are not on track to be achieved by 30 June 2024 without significant intervention.
And it was a good outcome when in early September, the Water Minister made it clear the
Government would not put further pressure on irrigators to recover 450GL up-water through buybacks
and that the focus would be on off-farm efficiencies to improve environmental outcomes.
In our submission to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) interim report on
the operation of Murray–Darling Basin water markets, we said we want water markets to work fairly,
efficiently and transparently. We highlighted the need for reduced complexity and confusion around
the myriad of different exchanges and products and to ensure that sufficient information is publicly
available for a competition authority to make an informed judgement regarding what constitutes anticompetitive or unfair behaviour.
There is opportunity to improve harmonisation across Basin State registers through consistent
terminology and data structures as a starting point. However, what we do not need is additional
regulation, administrative burden and costs imposed on our sector. We suggested that in delivering
their final report, the ACCC must provide a cost benefit analysis accompanying any recommendations
that ultimately impose additional regulation.
We suggested that Government environmental water holders, as significant owners of water, should
provide transparent, advance information about intention to engage in particular markets and thereby
assisting in minimising impact on the market, including third party impacts on other market
participants.
Overall, any reform to the water market should enhance simplicity, transparency and consistency of
information with the end result being all water market participants having equal access at a
reasonable cost with the information they need to make informed business decisions.
We expect that the Northern Basin toolkit projects, to assist the NSW and Queensland Governments
to implement environmental works and measures, are close to being finalised. These important
measures from the Northern Basin review process include a focus on: arrangements to protect
environmental flows; event-based mechanisms (such as options for pumping and store-and-release);
improvements in the coordination and delivery of environmental water; environmental works and
measures to promote fish movement and habitat (eg fishways); and removal of physical constraints in
the Gwydir catchment to improve flows to the wetlands.
In the recent federal budget the Government made a further commitment to water security with an
additional $2 billion injected into the National Water Infrastructure Development Fund, now totalling
$3.5 billion. This is enabling increased capacity in the Wyangala and Dungowan dams in New South
Wales, as well as supporting the development of new water infrastructure projects across Australia.
NIC will continue to engage with the Water Grid Authority on progress on various initiatives.

Energy issues Australia’s energy system is changing rapidly, presenting opportunities for our
industries to be part of these changes, for example, in stand-alone systems and micro grids and to
participate in the opportunities presented within the Government’s Technology Investment Roadmap
and ARENA’s Bioenergy Roadmap. Evidence of these changes lies in the fact that in 2020 there are
2.2 million households in Australia with solar PV on their rooftops, up from 100,000 a decade ago.
At the same time, the rapid growth of variable renewable energy into the system poses challenges
around system security and grid design, ensuring enough supply when solar and wind aren't
generating, given that services such as frequency, voltage control and inertia are typically provided by
baseload coal power stations. There are pressures on the system as the proportion of variable
renewables increases, and as coal power generators close down.
At Central Irrigation Trust, the issue of grid stability became very real when we were slugged with a
massive percentage increase in our bills in 2019-2020 with the addition of a so called “ancillary
charge” as a result of AEMO (Australian Energy Market Operator) providing an “ancillary service”.
AEMO calls upon ancillary services to maintain grid stability and reliability and on this occasion, the
service was due to an infrastructure failure in Victoria which left South Australia without an operating
interconnector.
This is an example of the types of inconsistencies and challenges that are thrown up which put us
squarely back at the forefront of the battle for fair and competitive electricity prices.
There is something very wrong with National Energy Market (NEM) rules which say these charges
can be passed on, despite consumers having nothing to do with the problem that caused the ancillary
charge to be imposed. We have raised this issue directly with the Energy Minister and it is clear from
our discussions that he is attuned to the particular needs of the agriculture sector and the importance
of the sector’s capacity to be competitive
NIC and the Ag Energy Taskforce continue to be alert to the emerging opportunities in energy policy
and the technologies that provide alternative options, enabling farm businesses greater control over
their energy supply and costs. Gains have been made and due to the persistence of Dale Holliss, the
target 16 cents per k/watt hour (which has been the basis of NIC’s energy advocacy platform and
underpinned the Ag Energy Taskforce 2019 federal election platform) is now acknowledged by the
Queensland Energy Minister and referenced by the federal Energy Minister.
At the conclusion of my eight year tenure as Board Chairman, I must acknowledge the role of former
Chair Stewart Ellis, and CEOs Danny O’Brian and Tom Chesson in the early years of National
Irrigators’ Council. As I noted in my report to the 2012 AGM, they led the organisation through the
years of formation of the Council and through the most significant water reform the nation has seen.
I reflect on the wins NIC has had through our strong advocacy, including the 1500 GL cap on water
buybacks. We have been at the forefront of key legislation and government related inquiries on water
and energy issues. NIC has developed an organisational reputation that is measured and trusted; we
have built collaborative partnerships with key organisations, establishing and leading the work of the
Ag Energy Taskforce. We are prepared to stand up and highlight the issues that need fixing. And we
have established a dialogue with water and energy Ministers and shadow Ministers, enabling direct
access on critical issues when needed. There is more to do on the Basin Plan, with a handful of
difficult issues to be resolved, and I have every confidence that NIC will continue its strong leadership
role in this regard.
I thank my Board colleagues who turn up relentlessly and do the work required. And I thank you the
members who dedicate your time when called upon, contributing your expertise to the work of the
Council. The industry diversity and experience of our membership brings depth to the work we do.

Finally, I thank our outgoing CEO Steve Whan for his leadership of the Council during these past four
years. Steve has made a strong contribution to the work of the Council and its future direction. Due to
the pandemic related restrictions, we are unable to express our thanks to Steve in person but we look
forward to doing so, hopefully in 2021 when normal circumstances resume.
Thank you
Gavin McMahon
Chairman: October 2020

